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The doctrine of adoptionâ€”Godâ€™s decision to adopt sinful men and women into his
familyâ€”stands at the heart of Christianity. In light of this, Christiansâ€™ efforts to adopt beautifully
illustrate the truth of the gospel. In this popular-level and practical manifesto, Russell Moore
encourages Christians to adopt children and to help other Christian families to do the same. He
shows that adoption is not just about couples who have struggled to have children. Rather, itâ€™s
about an entire culture within evangelicalismâ€”a culture that sees adoption as part of the Great
Commission mandate and as a sign of the gospel itself.
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In the years since I began reviewing books, I have read titles on a wide variety of topics. But it
occurred to me as I considered Russell Moore's title Adopted for Life that I had never read a book
that dealt entirely with adoption. Sure, adoption has factored into books on family and books on
theology, but never had I read a full-length treatment of the subject. Having heard so much positive
press surrounding Adopted for Life I thought it might be wise to give it a read. I'm glad I did.It might
be easy to write off a book like this one, assuming that it only has relevance to families who are
actually considering adopting a child. But Moore's ambition goes beyond asking young families to
adopt orphaned children. "In this book I want to call us all to consider how encouraging
adoption--whether we adopt or whether we help others adopt--can help us peer into the ancient
mystery of our faith in Christ and can help us restore the fracturing unity and the atrophied mission
of our congregation." As Moore explains, "The gospel of Jesus Christ means our families and

churches ought to be at the forefront of the adoption of orphans close to home and around the
world." It is the gospel that calls us to adopt but it is also the gospel that teaches us how to
understand adoption. In fact, "as we become more adoption-friendly, we'll be better able to
understand the gospel." And so this book is for anyone and everyone.It is important to note that this
is not a how-to book; it does not provide step-by-step instructions for adopting (since there are
already plenty of books that do just that and do it well). "Instead I want to ask what it would mean if
our churches and families were known as the people who adopt babies--and toddlers, and children,
and teenagers.

I was a young teen when God first started hinting that I was going to be an adoptive mom someday.
At the time, I had a rosy picture of adoption. Babies who didn't have parents were matched with
couples who didn't have babies- perfect for everyone! In the ensuing years I've become more
acquainted with some of the ethical problems with adoption. At this point I have no interest at all in
adopting a child a living parent (though I would be happy to foster such children when situations
necessitate). I have no interest in competing with other couples for white American infants in a
supply-demand market flooded with demand. But I still plan on adoption. Until reading this book, I
was pretty set on adopting a healthy infant with no living parents, knowing that my waiting period
would likely be longer with those critera.As a relatively new Christian, the ideas presented in this
book about how the theology of biblical adoption should inform the practice of child adoption were
brand new to me. I was particularly moved by the idea that God doesn't selectively adopt the most
promising available people, and I felt convicted of my pride in assuming that it would be best for me
to seek a healthy infant as opposed to an older child or a child with special needs. As a psychiatric
nurse, I have a background that makes me uniquely prepared (though no one, I'm sure, is ever
really prepared) to raise a child adopted at an older age. Reading this book has likely changed the
course of my life in that way.This book was really reassuring and informative about the basics of the
adoption process.
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